INSTANT FIT, INSTANT HIT.

Stand out from the crowd with accessories that offer a fit and finish designed specifically for your Caliber.

REAR SPOILER. Not only does it provide a little aerodynamic incentive that’s free of vibration, it also attracts approving looks with its uncompromising presence. Available in all body colours.

CHROME BODYSIDE MOULDINGS. Display some corrosion-resistant personality that’s good to go.

1 17-INCH 5-SPOKE CHROME WHEEL. For a little added show on the go, this premium wheel is machined to match your Caliber’s exact specifications for a balanced ride and tested to ensure a guaranteed, long-lasting shine.

2 INTERIOR APPLIQUÉ KIT. Add to your slick, stylish interior with appliqués in Satin Silver (shown), Carbon Fibre Style and Orange/Black. Kit includes trim for both driver and passenger front and rear interior door panels and switch surrounds.
ATTITUDE TO SPARE

Crank up Caliber's take-no-prisoners presence with Authentic Dodge Accessories by Mopar.

**BODY KIT.** The Black custom-fit Air Dam and body colour Side Sills aggressively complement your vehicle's natural contours and are designed and tested to retain their fit and finish. **HOOD COVER.** This Black vinyl cover helps protect your Caliber from gravel and road debris and features turned-under sewn edges and 22-oz. foss backing to help protect your Caliber's finish. It will not affect opening and closing of hood. **FOG LIGHTS.** Lights are designed to undercut inclement weather and minimize glare. **SIDE WINDOW AIR DEFLECTORS.** Partially open your windows in even the nastiest of weather.

**1 17-INCH 5-SPOKE CHROME-PLATED WHEEL.** Our premium wheels are machined for a balanced ride and guaranteed for a long-lasting, bright shine. **2 CHROME FUEL FILLER DOOR.** Sculpted one-piece design brightly complements every body colour and replaces your existing fuel door with a seamless fit.

*(Check provincial and local laws for restrictions on installation and use.)*
PREMIUM ELECTRONICS: MOVE AND GROOVE.

1 DVD REAR SEAT VIDEO.™ No lines and no waiting with this integrated, roof-mounted entertainment system, featuring a 7-inch widescreen, wireless headphones and remote.

2 INTEGRATION KIT FOR iPod.™ Talk about connecting. Our kit lets you control your iPod through the radio and steering wheel controls (when available), letting you listen to your favourite tunes in digital audio quality.

3 GARMIN™ nüvi® 250W NAVIGATION SYSTEM. With Garmin nüvi 250W’s anti-glare widescreen display, you’ll always get the big picture. View map detail, driving directions, photos and more in bright, brilliant colour. Garmin nüvi 250W also comes preloaded with City Navigator® NT street maps for the United States and parts of Canada, including a hefty database of hotels, restaurants, fuel, ATMs and more. Simply touch the colour screen to enter a destination, and Garmin takes you there with 2-D or 3-D maps and turn-by-turn voice directions.

4 NAVIGATION RADIO (REC). AM/FM stereo with DVD navigation provides you with turn-by-turn directions for the continental United States and parts of Canada. Highlights include voice instruction in three languages, automatic re-route calculation, full-map displays and more.

5 RAQ RADIO. AM/FM stereo with six-disc CD/MP3 changer.

6 RAK RADIO. AM/FM stereo with cassette, six-disc CD/MP3 changer and mini stereo audio input jack.

7 REF RADIO. AM/FM stereo with single-disc CD player and mini stereo audio input jack.

SIRIUS™ SATELLITE RADIO.® SIRIUS offers over 100 specialized channels to choose from, including news, sports, talk, weather, entertainment and over 60 100% commercial-free music selections. Visit siriuscanada.ca to learn more. Available on RAQ, RAK and REF (shown) radios.

UCONNECT™ HANDS-FREE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM.® This voice-activated, in-vehicle communication system utilizes a small control pad, microphone and speaker to allow you to dial a wireless phone through simple voice commands.

8 MACHINED ALUMINUM SHIFT KNOB, CARBON FIBRE-STYLE CENTRE STACK AND SHIFT SURROUND. Add a triple dose of high tech to your Caliber’s instrument panel and a bold contrast to your Caliber’s interior.

9 REMOTE START.® Hit the ground running with the ability to start your vehicle from up to 91.44 metres (300 feet) away. The system operates seamlessly with your vehicle’s factory electronic security system.

10 PARKSENSE™ REAR PARK ASSIST SYSTEM.® This advanced system utilizes ultrasonic technology to assist you when slowly backing up your vehicle during parking manoeuvres. The rear fascia-mounted sensors emit ultrasonic sound waves to a distance of 1.83 metres (six feet). Three different warning tones and a visual alert help identify your vehicle’s distance to an object.

EVS™ I & EVS II® (ELECTRONIC VEHICLE SECURITY). EVS I offers perimeter and interior protection with horn-honk alarm, starter interrupt and dash-mounted LED. Operates with your vehicle’s factory-provided Remote Keyless Entry system. EVS II offers perimeter and interior protection with horn-honk alarm, starter interrupt and dash-mounted LED. Designed for vehicles without a keyless remote and includes two key fob transmitters to arm/disarm the system.

---

1 Requires satellite installation kit and satellite radio service subscription.
2 You can retain your current wireless carrier and wireless phone number (and one bill) as long as your wireless phone employs Bluetooth™ Hands-Free Profile version 1.0 or higher.
3 Check provincial and local laws on use of remote starters.
4 Intended to provide assistance to the driver. Always exercise appropriate care while reversing.
STYLE IN A FLASH.

1 FRONT AIR DEFLECTOR. Say yes to bold style and no to road spray and other debris scratching and damaging your new Caliber. Deflector is made of tough, tinted polycarbonate plastic.

2 FRONT END COVER. You're covered when it comes to protecting the front of your Caliber from damage caused by road spray, insects and road debris. Two-piece vinyl construction allows the hood to be opened without removing the cover. Black with Dodge Ram's Head logo.

3 SUNROOF AIR DEFLECTOR. Keep your enjoyment to the maximum and air buffeting to a minimum with this tinted acrylic deflector.

4 HITCH-MOUNT BIKE CARRIER. Hitch-mount carrier holds two bikes (fits 1 ¼-inch receiver) and folds down to allow your vehicle's liftgate to open without having to remove bikes from carrier.

5 HITCH RECEIVER. Your Caliber will haul when it's equipped with our 1 ¼-inch hitch receiver, towing up to 680 kg (1500 lb) of gross trailer weight with proper equipment. Hitch Ball, Ball Mount and Wiring Harness sold separately.

6 MOULDED SPLASH GUARDS. Give your Caliber premium protection against unwelcome road debris while adding some straight-on style.

7 DOOR SILL GUARDS. Add a tasty touch of stainless steel style to your vehicle while protecting its interior door sills from scratches.

8 BRIGHT PEDAL KIT. Stainless steel pedal covers add plenty of bold brightwork to your footwell. Rubber on pedals provides contrast against the high-tech look as well as plenty of positive traction.

9 MOULDED CARGO TRAY. Skid-resistant tray features a raised perimeter lip and is custom-moulded to fit the exact contours of your Caliber's cargo area to protect the carpeting. Slate Grey with Caliber logo.

10 PREMIUM CARPET CARGO MAT. Constructed of a durable nylon carpet to look good while protecting the cargo area from wear, soil and stains. Bottom of mat is made of rubber to help keep it in place. Available in Slate or Pebble Beige.

11 PREMIUM CARPET FLOOR MATS. Plush enough to go barefoot. Durable enough to take a pounding from the elements. And boldly designed with serged-edge binding. Sold in sets of four. Available in Slate with Bright Silver, Inferno Red, Black, Steel Blue or Slate trim and Pebble Beige with Inferno Red, Black or Pebble Beige trim.

12 SLUSH MATS. It's all groovy with these custom-fit mats that feature deep grooves to help prevent water, snow and mud from doing a number on your carpet. Available in Slate or Pebble Beige.

Check Owner's Manual for hitch type, load capacity and heavy-duty equipment required. Do not exceed rated tow capacity of the vehicle as equipped. Trailer may require some items not supplied by Mopar.

Properly secure all cargo.
THE AUTHENTIC DIFFERENCE.

A passion for uncompromising performance and quality is the essence of the Authentic Difference, and it's forged into every part and accessory we make today. As the official parts and accessories division of Chrysler Motors LLC, Mopar is original equipment. This means every Authentic Dodge Accessory by Mopar in this catalogue is designed by a Chrysler Engineering Team – the people who know your Caliber better than anyone else.

It's a difference you'll recognize in the higher standards and tighter tolerances required of original equipment accessories. You'll see it in our materials, which provide a superior finish and an exact vehicle colour match, as well as in the integrated fit that comes from utilizing the same computer modelling technology that's used to design your vehicle.

You'll appreciate it in our stricter testing standards, from demanding salt bath corrosion tests and impact performance tests to harsh on- and off-road durability testing. And you'll discover that all Authentic Dodge Accessories are designed so they will not adversely affect your vehicle's original performance specifications, such as engine cooling and proper air bag deployment – a common problem with many aftermarket accessories.

And finally, you'll value the Authentic Difference in our warranty coverage. When installed on a Dodge Caliber that's within the New Vehicle Limited Warranty period, Mopar Accessories are covered by the 3-year/60,000-kilometre New Vehicle Limited Warranty, or a 12-month/Unlimited Metrage Basic Limited Warranty, whichever is more favourable to you.

If you're looking to enhance your Dodge Caliber with premium protection, convenience, style or entertainment, choose the Authentic Difference. Just like our accessories, it's a statement – and a standard of excellence – you'll benefit from for years to come.

ADDITIONAL AUTHENTIC DODGE ACCESSORIES BY MOPAR:

- Battery Blanket
- Cargo Tote
- Engine Block Heater
- Locking Gas Cap
- Speed Control
- Trailering Accessories
- Vehicle Cover
- Wheel Locks
- Windshield Sunshade

(1) See your retailer for full details and a copy of the limited warranties. Since the time of printing, some of the information you'll find in this catalogue may have been updated. The appearance of accessories shown may vary depending on vehicle application. See your retailer for the latest Mopar product information. Visit the Mopar website at mopar.ca.
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